INTRODUCTION
============

Reward is central to processes underlying reinforcement learning, approach behavior, and decision making. Behavioral reactions vary depending on the amount of received outcome. Blaise Pascal defined expected value in 1654 as the sum of the probability-weighted possible values (anticipated mean) of a probability distribution. He famously noted that humans tend to maximize this variable when making decisions about future outcomes. Subsequent concepts used monotonic transformations of outcome value, such as utility and prospect, but confirmed the essential nature of reward valuation (Bernoulli 1738; [@B22]; [@B46]). Animals rationally and consistently prefer larger compared with smaller rewards ([@B11]; [@B13]; [@B48]), suggesting that reward magnitude is an important component of reward value. Therefore studying the coding of reward magnitude may help to advance our understanding of the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying the valuation of reward for choices between differently rewarded options.

The amygdala is known to be involved in the processing of aversive events and in mediating fear conditioning ([@B26]). However, it is also a key brain structure for reward. Amygdala lesions disrupt behavioral reward processes and associated brain activations in humans ([@B5]; [@B19]; [@B21]) and impair many aspects of reward related behavior in animals ([@B4]; [@B16]; [@B18]; [@B30]). Primate amygdala neurons respond to reward predicting stimuli irrespective of visual stimulus properties, code reward prediction errors, track state value, and process reward prediction based on contingency rather than stimulus-reward pairing (monkey: [@B6]; [@B8]; [@B27]; [@B31]; [@B37]; [@B40]; rat: [@B12]; [@B38]; [@B44]). Post-training inactivation of the amygdala in rats attenuates behavioral responses to reductions of reward, suggesting an involvement in assessing or consolidating changes in reward magnitude ([@B35]). Amygdala neurons in monkeys distinguish between small and large rewards ([@B7]), and amygdala neurons in rats performing in a radial arm maze show differential activity between arms providing small or large rewards ([@B32]). Together, these data show a role of the amygdala in the processing of reward information, but we know rather little about the specific reward variable being encoded.

This study was based on the rationale that tests for neuronal coding require variations of the crucial variables of the studied phenomenon. A temporal response to the appearance of reward as such carries rather little information about the particular reward variable being encoded. Reward neurons in several brain structures encode reward variables such as value and risk separately and distinguish between different forms of value ([@B17]; [@B24]; [@B29]; [@B36]). The neuronal coding of a basic reward variable such as value can be tested by varying the magnitude (volume) of attractive liquids. The most straightforward form of neuronal coding consists in a monotonic, linear relationship between the variable and the response, which can be adequately modeled with linear regressions. However, outcomes of behavior are often appreciated in relation to external references, such as other available reward values ([@B22]), and may therefore show additional, nonmonotonic changes when references change. This experiment assessed the role of the primate amygdala in the processing of reward value by testing monotonic relationships to reward magnitude in a simple Pavlovian task and, in addition, probing the adaptation to external references.

METHODS
=======

Animals
-------

Two adult male *Macaca mulatta* monkeys weighing 4.4 and 6.7 kg served for the experiment. All procedures conformed to National Institutes of Health Guidelines and were approved by the Home Office of the United Kingdom. These animals served also to study reward contingency ([@B8]), but all neurons reported here were tested only with reward magnitude.

Behavioral task
---------------

Each trial started when the animal contacted a touch-sensitive key. A 1.3° ocular fixation spot appeared at the center of a computer monitor, and the animal fixated the spot with its eyes. At 1,150 ms plus a mean of 500 ms (truncated exponential distribution) after fixation spot onset, a central 7° visual stimulus appeared with the fixation spot superimposed. An infrared optical system tracked eye position with 5-ms resolution (Iscan). After a fixed interval of 1.5, 1.8, or 2.0 s after stimulus onset, a small volume of raspberry juice reward was delivered via an electromagnetic solenoid valve; the interval was kept constant for several weeks or months. The stimulus predicted three equiprobable (*P* = 1/3), pseudorandomly varying liquid volumes. For the main experiment, these volumes were 0.23, 0.36, and 0.56 ml (reward probability distribution A predicted by stimulus A; [Fig. 1*A*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To deliver liquid volumes accurately, we regularly calibrated the solenoid valve by adjusting its opening durations, which for all volumes used ranged from 10 to 220 ms ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The stimulus and fixation spot extinguished at the same time as the solenoid valve closed. The intertrial interval, from reward offset to next stimulus onset, was fixed at 4.0 s. All correctly performed trials were rewarded. Key release or lack or break of ocular fixation during the fixation spot or stimulus was considered as error and led to trial abortion, no reward, and trial repetition.

![Task, licking, and recording sites. *A*: sequence of task events in the main experiment. The single stimulus predicted low, intermediate, or high magnitude of liquid reward with equal probability (*P* = 1/3) drawn semirandomly from distribution A. *B*: calibration of liquid reward magnitude as a function of solenoid valve opening time. The dashed lines indicate 4 typical values used for distributions A (main experiment) and B (additional for adaptation test). *C*: median lick durations during stimulus (●) and after reward onset (▴) for main distribution A (195 trials from 12 trial blocks). ○ and ▵, licking with the additional distribution B (adaptation test). The 95% CIs were (from left to right): stimulus A, 0.3, 0.1, and 0.1 (too small for error bars); stimulus B, 0.25, 0.25, and 0.1; rewards A, 83.3 (error bar), 0.4, and 0.5; rewards B, 95.4, 20.1, and 19.0. Trials were grouped according to the 2 distributions and the actual reward delivered (abscissa). *D*: histological reconstruction of recording sites in the amygdala for magnitude coding neurons in *animal A*, with approximate positions for *animal B* superimposed (total *n* = 56 neurons). CE, central nucleus; L, lateral nucleus; BL, basolateral nucleus; BM, basomedial nucleus.](z9k0121004710001){#F1}

Adaptation to predicted reward distributions was tested in separate trial blocks from the main experiment. We used a second probability distribution of reward magnitudes (B) indicated by a different stimulus B in pseudorandom alternation with distribution A. Distribution B consisted of 0.36, 0.56, and 0.64 ml (each *P* = 1/3).

Neuronal recordings
-------------------

A head holder and recording chamber were fixed to the skull under general anesthesia and aseptic conditions. Single moveable tungsten microelectrodes served to record the activity of single neurons during task performance. We estimated the position of the amygdala from bone marks on frontal and lateral radiographs taken with an electrode guide cannula inserted at known coordinates relative to the stereotaxically implanted chamber ([@B1]). Electrode positions were reconstructed in one animal from small electrolytic lesions (15--20 μA × 20--60 s) on 50-μm-thick, cresyl violet--stained histological brain sections. For reasons of ongoing experimentation, we reconstructed recording positions in the second animal approximately from radiographic images. We collapsed recording sites from both monkeys spanning 3 mm in the anterior--posterior dimension onto the same coronal outline.

Data acquisition and analysis
-----------------------------

Animals performed at least eight correct trials of each type during neuronal recordings (mean *n* = 15 correct trials). Tongue interruptions of an infrared light beam at the liquid spout served to monitor lick movements (0.5-ms resolution, STM Sensor Technology). We measured the total duration of tongue interruptions during the stimulus before reward delivery (1.5, 1.8, or 2.0 s) to assess anticipatory licking and during 1,000 ms immediately after reward onset to assess consummatory licking. We evaluated lick durations in individual trials in each trial block with the nonparametric, one-tailed Wilcoxon test (*P* \< 0.05; normalized durations) and ANOVA (*P* \< 0.05; 1-way and 2-way ANOVAs).

The analysis of neuronal activity advanced in two consecutive steps. First, we identified responses in individual neurons by testing for significant activity differences between a test and a control period in the same trials of any type using the paired, nonparametric, two-tailed Wilcoxon test (*P* \< 0.05). For reward responses, the test period was a fixed 400-ms window immediately after reward onset, and the control period was a 400-ms window immediately preceding reward. This control period was beyond any stimulus responses observed in this study. However, a few neurons showed slightly elevated activity preceding the reward; in these cases, we used a 400-ms control period immediately preceding the stimulus. For stimulus responses, we tested activity in a 400-ms window after stimulus onset against control activity during 400 ms immediately preceding the stimulus. We eliminated all neurons whose activity during the control periods varied significantly between trial types (*P* \< 0.05; 1-way ANOVA; 3 neurons).

The second step of neuronal data analysis assessed neuronal coding only in those neurons that showed a significant reward response defined by the Wilcoxon test. A single linear regression served to assessed monotonic relationships to the three magnitudes during the same 400-ms postreward period as the Wilcoxon test, identifying significant slope deviations from 0 with Student\'s *t*-test.

In addition to assessing monotonic coding by the regression, we used a one-way ANOVA on all significant, Wilcoxon-defined reward responses to show neuronal response variations across the three magnitudes irrespective of monotonicity (*P* \< 0.05). Alternative testing with the nonparametric (1-way) Kruskal-Walllis test confirmed the ANOVA results and will not be further reported.

We tested reference-dependent adaptation to the two distributions in responses to reward delivery that were both significant in the Wilcoxon test and showed monotonic coding in the subsequent linear regression. We assessed the responses to the two reward magnitudes that were identical in both distributions (0.36 and 0.56 ml) and compared the responses between the two distributions (*P* \< 0.05; 2-tailed Mann-Whitney test). The few observed stimulus responses were compared between the two distributions using also a two-tailed Mann-Whitney test (*P* \< 0.05).

To analyze population responses, we normalized neuronal activity in several steps. First, we expressed the strength of reward responses as percentage of control activity. We used this normalization as initial step for the analysis shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *E* and *F*, and as basis for [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *B--E*. In the second step, we used the response strengths determined in step 1 to normalize the population data for the regressions on reward responses shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *E* and *F*. We divided the response strength for a given reward magnitude by the response strength for the highest or lowest of the three magnitudes (reference response), depending on positive or negative response slope, respectively. Then we set the reference response to 1, expressed each response as a fraction of the respective reference response, and regressed the data separately for positive and negative responses slopes ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *E* and *F*, respectively).

![Monotonic relationships of neuronal reward responses to variations in liquid magnitude. *A*: rasters and density functions of monotonically increasing responses from single amygdala neuron with reward magnitude. *B*: population density functions of averaged activity from all 46 positive monotonically coding neurons in both animals. *C*: monotonic decrease of neuronal reward responses with increasing liquid magnitude in single amygdala neuron (different neuron than shown in *A*). *D*: population density functions of averaged activity from all 10 inverse monotonically varying neurons. In *A--D*, red = 0.56 ml, green = 0.36 ml, blue = 0.23 ml, bin width = 10 ms, flat smoothing on 15 bins running, imp/s = impulses per second. *E*: increase in median normalized response strength (fractional change during 400-ms postreward period vs. 400-ms control period) as function of reward magnitude (±95% CIs; 46 neurons). Activity in each neuron was normalized to response to 0.56-ml reward, which itself consisted of a median increase of 251%. *F*: decrease in median normalized response strength as function of reward magnitude (10 neurons). Activity in each neuron was normalized to response to 0.23 ml reward, whose median increase was 284%.](z9k0121004710002){#F2}

Control for mouth movements
---------------------------

We discarded five neurons whose activity showed close temporal relationships to licking. These responses were closely related to the typical rythmic tongue extensions and retractions, as observed with mouth movement--related activity in the striatum ([@B2]).

RESULTS
=======

Design
------

The experiment used two awake and fully trained male rhesus monkeys. While the animal fixated a small central spot, we presented a single, Pavlovian-conditioned visual stimulus centrally on a computer monitor; thus the stimulus occurred always at the same retinal position. The stimulus predicted a probability distribution of three different, equiprobable reward magnitudes (each at *P* = 1/3). Unbeknown to the animal, one of the three rewards was pseudorandomly selected in each trial and delivered 2 s after stimulus onset ([Fig. 1*A*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To assess neuronal coding, we regressed the neurophysiological responses of single amygdala neurons on the magnitude of the delivered reward. In a supplementary experiment on a subset of responding neurons, we tested reference-dependent response adaptation with two different reward distributions; we used two visual stimuli predicting two probability distributions, each with three reward magnitudes but different expected values (means).

Behavior
--------

Each animal was trained with distributions A and B for 34 days with 200 daily trials, totaling 6,800 trials, before neuronal recordings began. Both animals performed \>95% of all trial types correctly throughout neuronal recordings.

Delivery of all rewards, including the smallest magnitude of 0.23 ml, elicited more licking after the reward compared with the prereward period (*P* \< 0.05; Wilcoxon test), indicating that all magnitudes induced consummatory behavior and thus constituted positive reward value for the animals. Licking durations during 1,000 ms immediately after onset of reward delivery varied significantly between the three reward magnitudes with distributions A and B ([Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, ▴ and ▵, respectively). This result was seen with a two-way ANOVA \[3 magnitudes: *P* \< 0.05; *F*(2,686) = 4.06; distribution A vs. B: *P* \> 0.05; *F*(1,686) = 1.06; interaction: *P* \> 0.05; *F*(2,686) = 1.09\] and with two separate one-way ANOVAs on reward magnitude \[distribution A: *P* \< 0.05; *F*(2,342) = 4.19; distribution B: *P* \< 0.05; *F*(2,342) = 4.47\]. There was no difference in licking between the two distributions in a two-way ANOVA on the two common reward magnitudes on individual days and in the overall average across days \[0.36 and 0.56 ml: distribution A vs. B: *P* \> 0.05; *F*(1,460) = 0.013; 2 magnitudes: *P* \< 0.05; *F*(1,460) = 19.03; interaction: *P* \< 0.05; *F*(1,460) = 4.424\]. Taken together, these data suggest good behavioral discrimination between reward magnitudes but do not indicate behavioral adaptation to the two reward magnitude distributions.

Each of the two stimuli A and B predicted three equiprobable, pseudorandomly alternating reward magnitudes (*P* = 1/3). Durations of anticipatory licking during each stimulus failed to differ significantly between trials in which different reward magnitudes were delivered at stimulus end, with both distributions A and B ([Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, ● and ○, respectively). This result was seen with a two-way ANOVA \[3 magnitudes: *P* \> 0.05; *F*(2,686) = 1.01; distribution A vs. B: *P* \> 0.05; *F*(1,686) = 1.00; interaction: *P* \> 0.05; *F*(2,686) = 1.00\] and with two separate one-way ANOVAs on reward magnitude \[distribution A: *P* \> 0.05; *F*(2,342) = 0.96; distribution B: *P* \> 0.05; *F*(2,342) = 1.65\]. There was no difference in anticipatory licking between the two distributions in a two-way ANOVA on the two common reward magnitudes on individual days and in the overall average \[0.36 and 0.56 ml: distribution A vs. B: *P* \> 0.05; F (1, 460) = 0.10; 2 magnitudes: *P* \> 0.05; *F*(1,460) = 0.11; interaction: *P* \> 0.05; *F*(1,460) = 0.10\]. These data confirm that the two stimuli A and B failed to predict individual reward magnitudes, compatible with the task design, but also suggest that the animals\' licking failed to differ between the two distributions.

Neuronal reward magnitude coding
--------------------------------

We recorded from 317 neurons in the central nucleus (*n* = 48), basolateral and basomedial nuclei (*n* = 119), and lateral nucleus (*n* = 150) of the amygdala in the two monkeys during Pavlovian reward prediction. Of these, 222 neurons (70%) showed significant increases of activity after reward delivery (*P* \< 0.05; Wilcoxon test). These were different neurons from those tested for reward contingency, which were unresponsive to reward delivery itself ([@B8]).

To study reward value coding, we tested the Wilcoxon-significant reward responses in 124 of the 222 neurons with three reward magnitudes (the remaining 98 neurons were subjected to other tests not reported here). Single linear regressions showed monotonic, statistically significant variations of reward responses (*P* \< 0.05, *t*-test against 0 slope; *R*^2^ \> 0.72) across the three reward magnitudes in 56 of the 124 neurons (45%; 25% of the 222 reward responding neurons; 18% of the 317 recorded neurons). The one-way ANOVA across the three magnitudes showed significant variations with magnitude (*P* \< 0.05) in 52 of the 56 monotonically varying responses identified by the regression. The ANOVA showed an additional 19 neurons with nonmonotonically varying reward responses across magnitudes (mostly regular V or inverted V function). The higher number of significant responses in the ANOVA compared with the regression would be compatible with the absent requirement for monotonicity in the ANOVA.

The 56 amygdala neurons with monotonically varying reward responses identified by the regression were considered to be coding reward magnitude and were the subjects of this study. They were located in the central nucleus (8 of 48 neurons, 17%), the basolateral and basomedial nuclei (20 of 119 neurons, 17%), and the lateral nucleus (28 of 150 neurons, 19%) of the amygdala ([Fig. 1*D*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Most monotonically magnitude coding amygdala neurons showed a positive relationship (46 of 56 neurons, 82%). This is evident from the reward responses of single neurons ([Fig. 2*A*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and the averaged population responses ([Fig. 2*B*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining 10 monotonically magnitude coding neurons showed an inverse, negative relation to reward magnitude ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *C* and *D*). [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *E* and *F*, shows the results from the regressions on reward magnitudes in the two populations of positively and inverse coding amygdala neurons.

Adaptation to reward distributions
----------------------------------

Reward magnitude coding may occur relative to an absolute, physical scale or adapt to the available alternatives within a given probability distribution that serves as a reference. To test this possibility in a supplementary experiment, we used two different, pseudorandomly alternating probability distributions of reward magnitudes, each predicted by a single, specific visual stimulus. Reward magnitudes were 0.23, 0.36, and 0.56 ml for distribution A, as described above, and 0.36, 0.56, and 0.64 ml for distribution B. The 0.36 ml reward constituted the intermediate magnitude within distribution A but the low magnitude within distribution B, and the 0.56 ml constituted the high magnitude within distribution A but the intermediate magnitude within distribution B. We compared the responses to delivery of the two rewards (0.36 and 0.56 ml) between the two distributions in 30 of the 56 neurons with monotonic magnitude relationships (24 neurons with positive slope, 6 neurons with negative slope).

Fourteen of the 24 positively magnitude coding amygdala neurons (58%) showed adaptive reward magnitude coding but none of the 6 negatively coding neurons. The adaptive neurons responded significantly more to one or both of the 0.36 and 0.56 ml reward magnitudes when these rewards were the intermediate and high elements of distribution A compared with being the low and intermediate elements of distribution B (*P* \< 0.05, Mann-Whitney test; [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, compare *left* vs. *right columns*). Of the 14 adaptive neurons, 13 showed adaptive coding with both the 0.36 and 0.56 ml reward magnitudes. The response strengths, measured as percentage increases in reward response compared with prereward baseline, correlated significantly between the two distributions in the 13 neurons adapting at both reward magnitudes (0.36 ml: *P* = 0.0001; ρ = 0.8941; 0.56 ml: *P* = 0.003; ρ = 0.7521; Spearman rank correlation). Thus a subset of monotonically reward magnitude coding amygdalar neurons did not seem to encode reward according to its physical magnitude but relative to the other magnitudes within each distribution.

![Adaptive coding of reward magnitude in 1 amygdala neuron. The 3 reward magnitudes were delivered as elements of 2 different distributions (A: blue, left, B: red, right). Responses to the identical magnitudes varied depending on the distributions from which these magnitudes were drawn (0.36 and 0.56 ml, framed). Bin width = 10 ms.](z9k0121004710003){#F3}

[Figure 4*A*](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the population responses in the 14 adaptive neurons. The two boxes indicate the two identical reward magnitudes shared between the two distributions (compare left vs. right). Quantatively, adaptive coding resulted in an almost doubling of responses with both tested reward magnitudes ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *B* and *C*). Plotting the responses to the same 0.36 and 0.56 ml rewards for the two distributions in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *D* and *E*, confirmed the neuronal response adaptation. The adaptive neurons showed higher responses with distribution A compared with B (●), whereas the absolute magnitude coding, nonadaptive neurons showed similar responses in the two distributions (○ on diagonal line). The adaptive response changes between the two distributions in the 13 neurons adapting with both magnitudes failed to correlate significantly between the two reward volumes 0.36 and 0.56 ml (*P* = 0.1173; ρ = 0.456; Spearman rank correlation).

![Population display and analysis of adaptive reward magnitude coding in amygdala neurons. *A*: responses of the 14 adaptive amygdala neurons to delivery of 3 reward magnitudes as elements of 2 different distributions (A: blue, left, B: red, right). Bin width = 10 ms. *B* and *C*: median population responses to identical reward magnitudes in the adaptive neurons (*B*: 0.36 ml, *n* = 14 neurons; *C*: 0.56 ml, *n* = 13) delivered as elements of 2 different reward distributions (A vs. B). \**P* \< 0.05; Mann-Whitney test. *D* and *E*: median responses of each neuron to reward magnitude = 0.36 ml (*D*) and magnitude = 0.56 ml (*E*) as elements of distribution A plotted against the same magnitudes as elements of distribution B. ●, significant response differences of the adaptive neurons between the 2 distributions in *D* (*n* = 14) and *E* (*n* = 13) (*P* \< 0.05; Mann-Whitney test). ○, nonadaptive neurons (insignificantly different responses between distributions). Diagonal lines indicate identical responses with both distributions. Total *n* = 30 neurons in both *D* and *E*.](z9k0121004710004){#F4}

The 14 adaptive neurons were located in the central, basolateral-basomedial, and lateral amygdalar nuclei (4 of 6, 2 of 8, and 8 of 16 tested neurons, respectively). The occurrences of adaptive and nonadaptive neurons varied insignificantly between the three amygdalar nuclei (*P* \> 0.2; χ^2^ test). However, the small numbers of neurons in these nuclei precluded further functional distinctions.

In contrast to the adaptive neurons, the 16 nonadaptive neurons showed monotonic response increases or decreases across all four tested reward magnitudes, irrespective of the probability distribution from which these magnitudes were drawn ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Absolute, nonadaptive coding of reward magnitude in 1 amygdala neuron. Three different reward magnitudes were delivered as elements of 2 different distributions (A: blue, left, B: red, right). Reward responses increased monotonically across all 4 magnitudes, irrespective of the distribution from which the magnitudes were drawn. Bin width = 10 ms.](z9k0121004710005){#F5}

Stimulus responses
------------------

A subset of the reward magnitude coding neurons showed also significant responses to the reward predicting stimulus for distribution A (10 of the 46 positively coding neurons; 1 of the 10 inverse coding neurons; *P* \< 0.05, Wilcoxon test). Of the 30 magnitude coding neurons that were tested with both reward distributions A and B, only 6 (20%) showed stimulus responses (of which 4 showed adaptive responses to reward delivery). The stimulus responses in these six neurons failed to discriminate significantly between the two stimuli A and B (*P* \> 0.05; Mann-Whitney test).

DISCUSSION
==========

These data showed that reward responses of amygdala neurons coded the magnitude of liquid reward in a positive or negative monotonic fashion in a simple Pavlovian task. In addition, some responses adapted to the predicted distribution of reward magnitudes rather than coding reward magnitude in an absolute fashion across the full range of possible rewards. These data suggest that amygdala neurons code reward magnitude as one of the main variables determining the value of rewards for reinforcement learning, approach behavior, and decision making.

An earlier study tested amygdala neurons in rats encountering two different magnitudes of chocolate milk reward during performance of a radial arm memory task ([@B32]). Some of these neurons showed different responses depending on the number of reward drops. A subsequent study reported that amygdala neurons discriminated between two reward magnitudes in a more simple Pavlovian task ([@B7]). Our data showing graded responses to three reward magnitudes in a Pavlovian task are compatible with these results and demonstrate monotonic coding of reward magnitude.

Previous studies reported activating or depressant responses of amygdala neurons signaling unsigned (rectified) or, occasionally, signed reward prediction errors ([@B6]; [@B33]; [@B43]). In these experiments, each stimulus predicted a mean reward magnitude close to the expected value of the respective distribution. Thus delivery of the extreme magnitudes in each distribution would have induced positive and negative prediction errors, respectively. Neuronal coding of signed prediction errors would consist of bidirectional, activating, and depressant responses in the same neuron, whereas unsigned coding would produce regular or inverted V-shaped response functions. Whereas the former pattern was not shown by any analysis, a few neuronal responses identified by the ANOVA test showed V-shaped profiles. Thus the monotonic coding of reward magnitude in our study is unlikely explained by prediction error coding.

The percentage of amygdala responses varying with reward magnitude (45%) was somewhat lower than the percentages found in other studies: 54% in rat amygdala ([@B32]); 55% in monkey striatum ([@B15]); 21--66% in monkey orbitofrontal, ventrolateral, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex ([@B23]; [@B29]; [@B47]); and 69% in rat orbitofrontal cortex ([@B45]). There are several possible reasons for these differences. First, most studies varied reward magnitude with reward predicting stimuli and with reward delivery, whereas we restricted experimentally the magnitude variations to reward delivery. Second, most studies tested only two magnitudes, which are easier to distinguish statistically than three magnitudes. Finally, many studies identified variations by ANOVAs that would also show nonmonotonic changes, whereas we used linear regressions to restrict the statistics to monotonic changes. However, with an ANOVA, we found covariations with magnitude in 57% of neurons (*n* = 71), which was closer to that found in the other studies. Thus given the current experimental restrictions, the proportion of magnitude sensitive amygdala neurons appeared to be in a similar range as in other major reward structures.

There might be alternative explanations for the monotonic reward magnitude coding. The reward responses failed to show the typical alternating phasic activations correlated with extension and retraction of the tongue ([@B2]). Thus they unlikely reflected licking movements. Although the neuron of [Fig. 2*A*](#F2){ref-type="fig"} showed only a small response to low reward, the inverse magnitude coding neurons showed substantial responses to the same small liquid quantity ([Fig. 2*C*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus low neuronal responsiveness to smallest reward magnitude was unlikely caused by failed or undetectable delivery of the small quantity. Taken together, the monotonic relationships to reward magnitude were unlikely attributed to unspecific factors such as mouth movements or failed reward detection.

Our limited tests with different probability distributions may suggest that the reward responses of some amygdala neurons adapted to the available reward magnitudes within each distribution. Although the animals\' licking responses to the predictive stimulus failed to distinguish between the two distributions, all adaptive neurons showed monotonic coding of the magnitude of the received reward within each distribution and should have accurately signaled the absolute magnitude had they been nonadaptive. However, the adaptive neurons failed to code magnitude in an absolute manner and rather coded it in reference to the current probability distribution.

Comparable adaptive response shifts between distributions with different expected values have been reported for orbitofrontal, striatal, and dopamine neurons ([@B14]; [@B20]; [@B28]; [@B41]; [@B42]). The relative, rather than absolute, valuation of items by individual reward neurons may underlie the well-known negative contrast effect, in which a downshift of reward induces lower behavioral reactions compared with the same low reward occurring without preceding higher values (for review, see [@B10]). Economic prospect theory conceptualizes such shifts in valuation as reference-dependent outcome processing in an attempt to understand seemingly irrational decisions ([@B22]). Thus contrast effect and reference dependent outcome valuation may reflect a common fundamental phenomenon in behavioral choices that is possibly based on adaptive coding. This form of neuronal coding may constitute a mechanism that regulates the impact of reward information on neuronal responses. The mechanism may help the brain with its limited processing capacity to deal efficiently with the almost unlimited number of rewards in the environment.

The current basic tests of reward magnitude addressed the known involvement of the amygdala in reward processing in general but were not designed to assess the specific reward functions of the different amygdalar nuclei. For example, the central nucleus is prominently involved in the formation of Pavlovian stimulus--reward associations, whereas the basolateral complex is more involved in higher-order conditioning (for review, see [@B3]). The basic valuation of reward is common to all of these processes; thus the present lack of differential distributions of simple reward magnitude coding neurons among the amygdalar nuclei is not surprising. Once such basic reward mechanisms have been established, future work could address more specific reward aspects in the amygdalar nuclei.

Besides the amygdala, other, anatomically connected components of the brain\'s reward system process also reward value in a quantitative fashion, including dopamine neurons ([@B41]), striatum ([@B15]), and orbital and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex ([@B25]; [@B29]; [@B47]). Indeed, learning and expression of stimulus--reward associations in amygdala neurons have been directly related to connections with orbitofrontal cortex ([@B34]; [@B39]). Taken together, these data suggest that amygdala neurons are parts of interconnected brain structures that process basic aspects of rewards.
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